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Integrated Address Validation
A correct postal address is essential for an effective and cost-
conscious Master Data Management. Processes like dispatch, 
customs handling, compliance guidelines, standard reports 
and hierarchies need to specify a business partner. Here, the 
address is used as a fundamental criterion alongside the cor-
porate name or the label of a master record. 

The Marlin Address Validation solution (MAV), an add-on for 
ERP and CRM integrated with SAP, corrects, normalizes and 
complements both national and international addresses. 

ISO’s expert knowledge includes mapping various country-
specific requirements through detailed customizing for va-
rious purposes: for example support for pictorial languages 
or automatically deriving the place and street data (including 
range of street numbers) from a UK postal code. The address 
validation is available in all applications that use the Central 
Address Management (CAM) or Business Address Services 
(BAS) – these include customer, vendor, central business 
partner, SD and purchasing documents.

As an RFC-enabled function module, MAV can run in the SAP 
Portal and in non-SAP applications as well. There are two 
Marlin Address Validation components: one to check online 
when entering new address data or editing existing address 
data; the other for batch checking 
stock data.

Online check
The address validation prevents incorrect data entry when 
carrying out standard transactions, such as creating or up-
dating master data, or in case of a differing address in the 
current sales document. A proposal function interactively 
suggests a correct version to the user who can then accept 
or decline it. For this, the address data is checked in a fault-
tolerant way and validated against a current reference data.

Batch checking of stock data
The existing address data is corrected during batch check and 
automatically changed in the master record. The batch check 
is scheduled as an SAP job and can run parallel to the regular 
productive operations. This batch validation is done against 
the reference data, similar to the online check. If more than 
one result is found for an address, for example Maple Road/
Maple Street, MAV offers a clearing monitor within SAP to 
further process the results. Using this clearing monitor, the 
correct address data can easily be selected and applied to the 
master record.

The monitor shows four possible results:
 ł correct address data 

 ł address data that can be corrected easily (for example 
transposed numbers in zip code) 

 ł address data that can be corrected but for which several 
suggestions exists 

 ł address data that cannot be corrected because essential 
information is missing

Online checking
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Advantages

 ł Fast Completion – input support for call centers

 ł no server required – AddressDoctor uses Web service

 ł can be used as a local server solution as well

 ł process can be defined differently for each country

 ł countries can be added without further installation

 ł saves postage and advertising costs

 ł high-quality data with standardized addresses

 ł no update costs for the reference data

Inventory audit (example US vendors)

Regular delta check
Existing address data is reviewed and updated by a regular 
delta check in defined intervals. This avoids a complete check 
of the data, which in turn reduces costs. It also ensures that 
the master data used remains up to date.

Features
 ł high-speed check of national and international addresses 

supporting more than 240 countries and territories

 ł normalizing of address fields (street abbreviations, place 
names) and completing of missing fields (for example 
postal code, place)

 ł breaking down of alphanumeric postal codes (NL, GB) 
into street and place

 ł substituting place names with own identifiers 

 ł payment done on an annual quota 

 ł per access benefit analysis for each application to capture 
and evaluate quality improvements by MAV

 ł online examination of relevant transactions, updated daily 

 ł background batch check as a job with editing monitor for 
results

 ł addresses that cannot be corrected automatically can be 
edited manually

 ł delta check for updating address data during operation

 ł customizing allows scenarios for ERP, CRM or IS

 ł the solution can be integrated with our product  
Marlin Data Governance Process (MVT)
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A solid basis
We have more than 12 years’ experience both in developing 
data quality products and in customer projects. Our portfolio 
of SAP add-ons continues to grow, with the focus on busi-
nesses wanting to improve the quality of their data in SAP. 

We are essentially an SAP-certified specialist and an inte-
grator of data quality requirements into SAP processes. De-
pending on requirements, we complement our range by co-
operating with other data quality experts who provide Web 
services, content or technologies. Some 29,000 SAP users 
benefit from our solutions. 

With installations on more than 330 SAP systems (ERP/CRM/
IS), we have first-rate expertise in the fields of data quali-
ty and master data management. We thus offer conceptual 
know-how – internationally and across industries.

Expert advice and proven products 
– from a single source

 ł migration of master data 

 ł introduction of a central master data 

 ł data cleansing and master data enrichment

 ł mapping of customer or supplier hierarchies 

 ł Data Governance and Compliance 

 ł Master Data Management


